Synthetic Grass For Dogs
Tianlu synthetic grass for dogs uses safe, non-toxic, and premium materials that are extensively
tested and suitable for any environment. Our artificial lawns are quick and easy to install, which
means that when you decide to switch to synthetic grass neither you nor your pet will have to go
without the use of your garden for very long.
It’s A Common Misconception That Animals Won’t Enjoy Artificial Grass As Much As The Real Thing.

Dog owners especially might worry about their pet not liking the feel, smell or look of artificial turf,
which may lead to problems inside the house as well as out. In fact, animals find artificial grass
soft and enjoyable and will play on and utilise it just as they would real grass.
The Benefits Of Artificial Grass

Because synthetic grass is so easy to maintain your pet will be able to play on it all year round
without the need for having to keep them inside when you want to fertilise, mow, or weed your
lawn using chemicals.
And because it won’t freeze over your dog or cat will enjoy running about outside even on the
coldest of days.

Caring For Your Artificial Lawn

Pets can be messy, but with artificial grass, you won't have to worry about dog wear and tear,
staining or smells.
Artificial grass is permeable so urine drains through the turf surface and faeces can be easily
removed, leaving behind a fresh, undamaged lawn. You won't see any muddy patches on your
artificial grass, nor will you see any muddy paw prints inside your house. Your garden will stay
looking as fresh as your floors, and your pet will be able to enjoy the best of both worlds.

Product Specifications
Model

TL-SGFD

Grass Texture

PE

Backing

PP+Non-woven /Net cloth+SBR/PU

Gauge

3/8 inch

Packing

4m*25m per roll with plastic bag packed

Pile Height

20-45mm

Dtex

5200-13000

Density

up to 290 stitches/m

Color

green is the main color, other colors are available

Applications

synthetic grass for dogs

Warranty

10 years

PERFORMANCE
Tianlu synthetic grass is resistant to high temperature, therefore suitable for high temperature
area. With drainage holes in rubber back, this artificial fake grass mats can also be used during
rain and snow weather. You can just put this synthetic grass mat on concrete or other ground. This
outdoor pet grass holds up durably without fading. No mowing, fertilizers or pesticides. Our
outdoor pet grass can be easily washed by hose.
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